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1

The need for making the soul beautiful enough to create a poem, painting or song, is what the 

history of academia could never say about art.  Art history should also be about preparing us for loving 

the people today who make their soul beautiful enough to create objects of beauty.

This must also be optimal psychological health.

Super rainbow soaked one, nothing's over, it's all just begun.  Don't stop believing in peace.  

You knew life's greatest goal is potentially bliss.  Remember arms wrapped around you, the lover's 

kiss?  You need to remember life as symbolically this.  Your breath goes deeper, your face creases a 

smile; not identified with stress, it's true -- but life inside the air of blue.

The one who created blue snow in atmospheres of hearts, enjoying new zest after rebounding 

from death.  The recovery from the boundless dreams of youth, from which a distance apart is gaining. 

Sails became open, unknowingly embraced destruction, to create a joy that creates words towards not 

accumulating shame.  Seems so possible, as, for sometime, everything is careful not to be endangered 

by the descent from great heights.

A granite structure girding the universe, which feels like life looking up, knowing the best is yet

to come.  Softer shades drinking, absorbing, the proof of power for beautifying life.

Color book archangel breadth, help arrives in every flower ascending.  Beautiful weather 

changing your perceptions; salvation cooling hues of life.

Some people are lovers.  Some people are loners.  Overflowing of actions point them that way.  

They study differently other's maps.  The loners, victims of abuse of one type or the other, the lovers, 

who maybe are or aren't yet.  Lovers who were victimized still remain lovers because a type of sap 

clouded their mind, kept all humanity in glory.  Everyone wanting to be held eventually, physically, 

symbolically, by all.



We know that certain actions against us can cause emotional cognitive scaring therefore it must 

be certain positive actions cause growth that will override it, as sensing love for each stranger we see 

takes us to feel a goodness because we are put into a relationship with their real value The value that 

they both have for themselves and the value their loved ones feel for them.   This causes that uplifting 

transformative experience that overrides emotional cognitive scaring 

Finding the rivers, gold tops shimmering.  Waving in windstreams, feeling the feelings.

Day-rooted earthy, staring at the lifebeam, upon inner horizon, remaking the sunshine.

Rain of jingling happiness makes an envelope.  Hopeful enclosures dwell, remaking the 

sunshine 

Days that soar with other powers of days passed by.  Clear air shadows and the stormy sun.  

Something gorgeous comes to you.  It's your future.  

It isn't in the intellect behind some walls that we can't see how smart an inconception 

maplessness is.  In the source of health and fun, secrets stay.  It's not that we judge everyone, 

practically everyone, and side with a few, or even just ourselves.  We accept each one, their works, their

abilities and we don't grow well-pocketed by harshness, hoarding.

But, by accepting each other, the wages they get as only adequate, and, by this, in joy and 

security, we notice the light of each environment we are in.  An inner secret, the depth of our 

perceptions, different sensing.  And, if this is the secret of internal beautification, can it be guarded as 

such?  

The quest and thirst of inner beautification by noticing how the light of all worlds strikes.
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There was this secret thing.  It caused beautiful explosions.  Rains of tears surrounded it. The 

real of life kept one there.  It didn't have money and it was a reckless child.  It was sometimes holy, had



sometimes wisdom.  

Many carefully dug around it, to uproot it. 

Yet, if a strain remained, it's going to grow, and it will shake loose, the last threads against 

holiness in one.  It will shake the rails...of the rat race loose.

Importance, goal-like structure, hands own reaches renewed.  Competence heavy and a refuge, 

on life not on what life chewed.  From, in fires and flames sparked through, comforts from old times 

construe a floating vengeance to anchor the vision, holding in omnipotent true.

A love link for all faces, inside connected with everyone's choices.  Dusted off the dingy 

promises, resigned myself to the blessed fate: action sets in space 

Keep us away from the faith of sloths, covering the land today!  The robbing faith of sloths!  

And work for open eyes, work for agile minds.  Work for angry concerns, work for a faith in hope!

And the fire will rise and burns the lack of desire on our part, to all our declines, flames shoot 

out and incinerate.
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If there was a book or a grouping of ideas that were as lush as the ones I find inside, that I need 

to work on, then I could have a direct path.  To have faith, that is as good as any book I read.  To reread 

and reread these ideas, seeking to make me my best.  This path is to be gained by listening to life, like 

how some learned they needed a more pleasing personality, trying to get guidance from the real.

What is this lack of poetry in myself?  Is it the lack of the poetic state? When does the great 

meaning of life become the meaning of ourselves? The finer meaning of life is really our sense of who 

we are and the good we are going to do here on earth.  

The odd factor: all the cool grooves in a metropolitan district, the effort spent on beauty and 

attitude.  This combated against the little effect some spent on it shows the lack of "career" goal some 



put out.   So, in this way, it is the meaning of myself as a soul, as an artist, as a great help as a unique 

help, for me to look good.

To want to know God's loving me, when I am ready to serve.

We have no set financial value.  We have no understanding of what others feel toward us.  We 

recognize no past.  We recognize no future.  We recognize no one in our presence at the moment.  We 

are in no interlocking thought relationships with anyone.

I have stopped, rotating automaton, one thousand gears in me, from the corners of my mouth, to

muscle tightness in corners of my toes.  Open up the fuel channel goes and the gears start.  Promise of 

fulfillment and one-thousand gears in me start turning again.

Essence in me when open knows star currency and craft.  Essence in me when open knows my 

inner sacral King and staff.  Essence in me when open is harmonious not poisonous.  It is the jaguar 

racing towards my goals.  Nothing but a sea of love inside for all souls, even those who have hurt me.  I

keep this sea inside aging the vat to beautiful crimson hues.  
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I found a guide in a gypsy moth caterpillar, walking across the hood of my moving car.  It 

seemed to suffer in the accelerating wind.  An allegory in suburbia.  It eats and must survive on what 

we only like to look at   No one wants to tolerate a gypsy moth, even if the damage they do here is only

to our suburban beauty.  And isn't this the story of the poor and the inadequate?  People go homeless 

and without medical attention because some can't balance the wealth of the land, nor spend time with 

the weak, because they don't want to look at an object too annoying, an object that doesn't beautify 

their lives.

Experiences remembered as haunting shadows.  Through such they all seemed to live, as 

colored by new wisdom.  Such days one can only recall in a good light as lessons, positive reflections 



as odd lessons of the soul.  What some view as delusions perhaps are pathways to the genius we all 

might pass through, as the glory of life not hoped for by common man.

When any prayer brings pounding tears.  Changed our life and the bitter error.

What are we going to do?  Each day jet propelled by the Lord.  What bliss to follow?  We'll find

some.  Been passive for the touch of God,  reaching out and getting in sobriety for feelings intoxicants 

would bring. 

Roadway rainbow civilian surrounded.  Blue, clouds so white, sun bright...we can have life 

back.  We'll steal it back from wealth.

Every jewel of love drips.  The nights are sober yet intoxicated still.  

When any prayer brings pounding tears.  Changed our life and the bitter error.

Some people just are molded nuances.  God speaks when they talk.  It's a soul talking God's 

voice.  The yielding they've done through time comes out, so we see the mind of God here in words, 

just in ordinary ways, because they couldn't stop praying "make me an instrument of You." 

This total power confidence of all outward self-esteemed business competence, in rhythm with 

all alternative head space.  Supercloud economic growth with charitable habit and givingness.  Blend of

elements fusing each filament of sufficiency, inner glow and auric dynamic hairbow.

Fire inside comes out in flames all around you, to others on a bus toward God's prayer 

simultaneously, towards ice lake layer yellow intellect library circuitry current.  Abundant fecundities 

dew from higher duty capitalist, ability can be free from constricted paranoid viewing upon the shores 

of statues of liberties upon Neptune's blinding positron seas.

Remember the self where He builds roads out of eternal arches higher and higher.  Of every 

your life we will lay down our hearts, whose order will thrive on the earth.  The pride of alarms, the 

sins we don't respond, it will be washed by a humble pride in Christ.  As for their eyes, the pleasure 

singing finally.  Some absence star is doomed with heavenly life. 

Bore the words in windows of first endlessness.  What else have I known but its mercy?  



Instructions futureless night bows to omniscience; all darkness is doomed.
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The revolution is your soul.  The revolution is your self-esteem.  Never able to be stolen by 

another artist.  You won't find freedom identifying with what they can identify.  Your spectacles and 

situationalisms will get you tons of guilt by 30, but the revolution is your soul.  No commodity that 

someone beat you to in the market.

The cascade down in dome nights.  The lick of warm spring on skin.  Falling, filtering, the 

orbiting star generator, picking the eternal blast of nature's vision.  At home within an architect's work, 

which is the unending placement of all within.

It is the history of man to fake divine guidance, from TV preachers to Inca sacrifice.  Echoing 

mind's secured blindness.  Tele-evangelist stealing widows' mites, to the crime of crimes thought of as a

right.  You'd best think twice and then think thrice, when you get to that point where you think all is 

light.  Voices inside, you assume as always right.  Every notion, each passing whim, another breathe of 

God?   You just don't see where your own imagination has simply trod.

Coming closer to the object, the object of events, the compact placement of days in 

timelessness.  This was the censored vision, of days exploding into gardens of life, Days exploding into

awareness beyond.  Earths, just like this one, sometimes this light comes to me.  Transposed shades of 

flesh and clouds, different sensing coloring oneself.  Earths, just like here, ring the clocks of eternal 

years, ring the clocks of present time's eternal years.  Ring the clocks in time's eternal flavoring...in the 

thoughts of those planets.

When that great fire shines once more in your eyes, you ask how to use it?  Its locus is 

wholeness.  Just catch on to it for the moments it lasts -- watch them color life one by one.

All suns to me I see.  Latter stage in alchemy's soul transfiguring.  Stay with me for a longer 



season.  I know you won't burn my reason.

The sun on my flesh.  The rays accumulate to help make this gift.  An angry radiance seemed 

often to germinate something, then hide.  I'm often conscious, awake, perhaps relatively.  I strive to be 

angry back at what tired me.  Like Christ's tantrums, something right is real.

Our sun and all suns.  Beneath us also all suns.  When in a sunny day, faint starlight, which is 

really a sunlight far away reaches us, even in the day.  Starlight's day...does our sun shine just light?  

We ask about the effects of stars and planets.

Perhaps ours shines on us with a magnitude we don't realize and we are entirely captured by one 

essence of what we could experience out in the stars.

Here I am again, against a pattern, a pattern of just a morning?  Against a pattern of just a day 

spent with someone I don't wish to be like?  And I have my aims, to relax my muscles to release 

unconscious tension.  It's not easy at all to tell all your muscle groups to relax.  It always takes at least 

ten minutes.  I look at my clock now.  My consciousness not others affects my emotions to gain God's 

blessing.

Shocking the worldview, because it was like a hundred changes in reality, a hundred different 

shifts in cognition's memory and holdings, but this was the positive emotion that infuriates the system 

like a negative emotion. 

A seen hope, the level of all suns at midnight.  It is for me to turn it into a seen hope.
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I'm pointing to the deep within.  All gold tells of the deep within.  No thoughts when deep 

within?  No emotions when deep within?  Yet the soul swells and feels so good, deep within.  

Sensing love for each stranger we see makes us feel so good because we are put into a 

relationship with their real value, the value they have for themselves, and the value their loved ones 



feel for them We are all created in the image of God, so if you believe in God, or if God does exist, the 

bigger God values this, since by valuing a person, you are valuing God.  This is a very uplifting 

transformative experience.  It's the counteractive experience to being abused. 

Some people are lovers, some people are loners.  All actions point them that way.  They the 

study the other's maps.  The loners are victims of abuse of one type or another, the lovers both are and 

aren't.  Lovers who were victimized remained lovers because of a type of juicy sap clouded their mind, 

keeping all humanity in a glory.  They want to be held physically by all, somehow, held physically, 

symbolically.  Lovers need other people in the scales of their mind but lovers seem them both as good 

and bad.

So, if you're a bit of a loner it's good to practice feeling love all people

You're finally getting it, the nature of luxury, arithmetically: the pursuit of happiness is itself the

achievement of luxury -- a more consistent beautiful view, blazoned.  And 

concentration...concentration, a practiced skill.  Emptiness, do we feel an emptiness?  Or is that just a 

blow against the cruelty of evil? 

Is emptiness and pain we sometimes feel really death?  Is it organized crime against us?  Is lack 

of strong motivation against evil, death?  Is it evil against us, is it our own laziness?  Is it that only that 

we once truly knew the motivation of the highest but now have cared for finances too much?  Others 

who have only known normal things have never died to this and know no let down.

I see the joy in knowing that many people are good.  I know the joy in knowing that many will 

have a nice life with a beautiful house, their own senses of discipline.  I feel happiness knowing that 

they will achieve this.

My sense of concentration brings me happiness.  My reflection into the seas.  My sadness as the

storms on the snow on mountains. Concentration brings me happiness.  A metaphor: watching the 

clock, knowing that I can see its one time now and knowing that I will still be the same, awaiting with a

part of my soul the next moments; knowing that continuation.



The special memory of the consciousness of oneself that grows, through uncritical self-

observation, the taste of this always returning to the same points.  The attraction of the points one 

revisits which have in the interim grown fresh graces.

A caller from the mineral state, which destroys the mind and heart of those who believe in it.  

He says, "all life is pure evil, evil perpetuating itself."  He says, "puts me through one torment after 

another." 
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A guy should have known, he didn't have to sow, to his own image, in the mind of those, who 

chose at least at that time to be close.  

 I need the sun and the wind to bring me sweet city smells.  I phase my signs through a God-

appointed filter.  My presence, adjusted through my eyes is soft, friendly and curious.  The radiance of 

raspberry almond is this sunlight.

Up air, up eyes, up opinions of others.  Up income, up being of service, up prayer, up up!  Up 

the notion of up.

A Manhattan lifestyle for the Lord, for the regeneration of the city's notion of spirituality, 

helping to bring the hours of the clock back to the hopeless alcoholics.  And dowse the burning 

ignorance of clinging to the people who don't care for our satire.  This spinning singer, this wild street 

person, this one shining cares, who is made blazon by love.  At least today.

To find out by logic, the prayer of the heart, so omnipotent, the source is God. 

More magical days unfolding, revelations somehow with a heart for doing, they are always revealed.
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Something probably very different, something very strong, realized... and what could it be?  The

sunshine seems to take me there.

Planets probably more powerful than the earth.  Mutual reality probably more united than the 

earth's.  A way to study these implications, to find the outside. 

Time sense fades down in darkening blue sky.  Beautiful ducks fly right in from this horizon.  

At once we can see and contact any age, any time in the universe.  It is only to be structured in an 

unchaotic imagination.  

This includes living in my totality in this moment.  Every friend I ever had, every girl I ever 

loved, ever dollar I ever spent, every victory I ever had. 

We are not lost in space, although it would make more sense to feel we are.  The late afternoon 

air -- hyperventilation of early evening.  Stars outside us, the map of a neighborhood.  We don't see the 

scale of what we occupy in distance.  What we occupy in the currency of the heart is timeless.  

Spaceless.  Measureless.  A planet may not be created in the image of God.  A planet may not have the 

heavenly breath of being, but we do.   

Sacred eternity our sacred home.  Original space modifiable conscious.  My tear for the star.  A 

softer city has taken me in.  Rain tear hoping political concerns.  A softer population, less teenage trend.

When it feels like I need to be the main source of my realness, I strive to feel awake, alive, conscious.  I

am not my name.  I am the human soul of this flesh.  I am the free non-identified body.  I am not who I 

sometimes call myself. 

The conscious energy of enlightened happiness.  God making love to my self-image.  We are the

builder of the church.  We are entitled to divine experiences.  There is no reason to think our energies 

won't overpower anyone's negative energies around us.

Mixing around the bowl of completeness, and then the inner sun of consciousness, towards the 



elimination of obsession. 

"I saw a mountain ridge in my brain, it was seemingly permanent.  It flashed this way into my 

consciousness.  I saw it was like a never-ending non-acceptance of myself -- who I really am.  It was 

long and permanent -- perhaps.  It stuck up like a small hill or mountain range.  If I was microscopic, 

I'd not be able to pass over it but I'm finding methods." 

"I need your warmth to burn through the mountain range, and if you see me, give it to me, and 

keep me from the things that make me insane."

This love of life is plodding back, I see this time it's by God's hand.  Refreshed memories, 

thought food nourishing a higher state, putting me in literary dimensions.  The times at the city library, 

always taking home the French poets, hanging out with the town's most attractive women at my side.  

This love of life in insidiously opened days. 

I've started to get the joke, that made my inner child chuckle, that the unseen has-been world 

vortex, had tried to take away this laughter. 

Remember yourself, king, warrior, magi, lover, trickster, in the green splendor of the holy sea.  

Remember yourself, carver in life the best visions against a mass of hazy psychological curses -- which

is the ambiance so often of this world.  Where are the protective angels about which you once heard, to 

steer one's thoughts in godly life?

"Oh Divine, take my life, change it.  I never meant it to go this wrong.  I never meant to hide in 

this cloak of atheism!" 
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Vision outside the function of time on matter: butterfly hatching solidification sequence of all 

human events -- like pods hatching souls into eternal life.

You could have a lot more fun than invoking archetypal forces, but if you're on that level, then 



fun wouldn't be that hard.

My archetype of King is in place.

Young lady lighthouse, burn yellow fire guidance.  Ascender sidewalk, I see you wherever I go. 

Here in this city, in a day, I see two or three of you.  It's an oscillating stream, the near and the far.  

Phase to self-reflection, the I divided attention -- throughout the day.  Beaming love to and from one's 

heart, divided attention and pray.

I am not free if I can't feel the happiness it is to be me.  I had made my nervous disposition my 

sacrifice.  For truth to be manifested in some, would it come out in the form of a psychosis?  Human 

nature wishes to destroy many of us by us having to compare sex and money values with others.  The 

power over this blossoms my hate of this evil, peacefully and without draining of energy.

We can be easily loved by all but the most crude, who unconsciously try to just eat us up.  And 

what is it like after one is eaten?  One feels like the criminal, the blame for all when the crime is 

unsolved. 

Do we keep on forgetting to see we are only a human person?  Perhaps.

Run the engine into the family worlds of love, family worlds of social grace.  In my mind, I see 

all my friends and acquaintances there.  The warrior in me takes battle with those against this family 

world and I see if I died today I would say: on the side of heaven, a beautiful believing in me creating 

my life, something about this was rewarding, saving the soul.

Needing help so bad by the since you identify with limitations on tomorrow.  Maybe needing 

healing of something that hurt one so very bad.  

Identified with limitations on tomorrow -- remember you made them all up.
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Practically, I reached the height of Christian mercy, altruism's song.  Made ready for the fight of



truth.  Not seeing results, diving blessings not touching some inner needs.  Out of the desire the need to

live that life but longing intensely for my life of choice.

Alive in the knowledge of fruitful eternities spent in youth.  Longings.  Fantasies.  How could 

we repeat in our life such an easy thing so soon: merely joining the power combat that so often is adult 

life?  How could we repeat in our life a relatively easy thing, like creating an average life?  No, 

yearning for something else: the life of art, spirituality, philosophy.

Your being attracts your life, remember how convinced God was of this reality?

Have I internalized the revolt against my radicalism?  That is decay.  That must be cut out.  

Everything on the offense again.  Yet while still considering again the feelings of everyone.  To see 

grace pour out.

Stay still in your mind, stay still in your arms and relax your feet.  Stay still in your feelings for 

a while, and grow with me.  Grow, as the supernal multiplications; grow, as the exponential equations.

Inner multiplication on a solution table -- feminine star grace redemptive attention.

I see the merge of one symbol from the old.  Let me tell you of the mathematics of one symbol 

from the old: that of the God who suffers, of Florence Nightingale's supplications, of the good 

Samitaran's applications.

I see this by creative dreaming, creation in conditioning, visualizing hoping against the 

terrorization that becomes attached.  I see that maybe you don't have this plague so bad because I surely

once didn't.

And I want that freedom back, so the world becomes my suffering Christ, and I luxuriate 

towards higher emotions and intellect.

All are as Jesus Christ to me.  Such is my new beatific attitude.  Reconciling all benevolent 

times and patterns with the need in truth.  And, like Christ, all have potentially the holy attitude of 

sacrifice for me and all my faults.  I never have to be anything or prove myself, for the grace that 

redeems my life on earth.



Saved by spirituality from a very destructive world pattern.  Fierce fighting for one's beauty 

after the identification of a conspiracy against it.  A conspiracy against one's youthful beauty, curiosity, 

grace and hope.  How this conspiracy against one's beauty was defeated in a practical life, a life 

looking back at 59 or 80 not hopes at 17 or 28.

Without me loving my past, all my past days therefore would be no glorious future, no 

happiness from others that I lived.  I'm expecting from life a crucifixion of grace for me.  Will be 

forever now this elegetic reality.

Need to go through rebirth, school and, strangers, totally different.  What results then from my 

heart?  We can be free to imagine even a different mother and father.  We can be free to imagine new 

friends.

I forgive the entire thing.  I allow the entire thing to be beautiful.  The outside now like a 

sacrificing Christ.  I forgive the world's hard spiritual message, the parable of the fields.  The man 

whom the forgiven man forgave, or didn't forgive in turn, could be seen as God --when we see how 

much we've been forgiven, and how we have to live here on earth, here with His other forgivable 

children.  

I see the proto-heart pornographia that eats away at the solar us, so I engage in affirmation of 

every other aspect of what women mean to me.

Starsunlight.  I see all that is in me is of the sun.  Days with shining faces hard for the helpless, 

so that their hardships be finally undone.  This act was what the sun gets from earth, a bit of it refracted

-- the eternal light of heaven, made in our flaming hearts.  Rewarded in the lap of the luxury of the air. 

We are the pool, reflecting other's beauty and wonder, when we still the waters in awe by our 

wonder and beauty.  

Sun light pounding down shares possibilities. 

Warm night romance breeze, not yet twilight, papers moving lightly in the air.  Breath deep, feel

the universes' warm love, join the emotional aristocracy.  A musical harmony beating, keep smiling 



soaked blue mirth, light yellow blue gold white, alive above and around my happy head.  Watching 

carefully morbid or droning waves around me.  The possibilities of art in this life astound me. 

I, the living being, am autonomous to the boundaries of this creation.  Encountering in my 

scope, all time and space.  Instead of all distance and movement, I see it as a small solid in front of me. 

Life is a battle between the good and bad impressions of life taking root in ourselves.  Our 

bodies and the matter of events in our lifetime follow suit.  The readings of the level of light in my 

mind and soul, is the book I read.  The control of our movement in space is a streering wheel to guide 

one there (guide me to the earth stars). 

It's social time again.  My hand -- my relaxation gauge --turns me up, turns me down.  The 

culture's poster child without a cigarette, one who lives wise and merry to their rip old age. 

I sink in beautiful gratitude today -- the colors alive and staying.  There is the thoughtfulness, 

the thankfulness.  I give a blessing on my parents.  
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What stays in my brain, as opposed to what notes I need?  What magic lingers in my air, 

brought by the inner suns hard rays? 

How can a liberation be that great?  To unify my mind above the whole town's trend?  How can 

an older man outphase all he's been through, when he's been around the progressive since a teen? 

Words can be repeated in echoes from poems of old, condensed.  To save that thing is to repeat 

the message, the vibratory.  

What exercises stayed in my mind, to be repeated wherever I am?  Or, am I tossed and turned 

without hope, without anchor, without a life preserver?  Watching my breath, then seeing the light, 

seeing my soul again.  To see it again and again, the soul that is the very engine of perception.  That 

thing I own, the thing that owns me, the engine is the Lord, that owns me explicitly. 



That common rage the handsome man has, the same rage that builds skyscrapers and tears 

himself down.  That rage of total sincerity -- I must have its equal... the courage of the conscious man, 

in chorus with metal and industrial bands. 

I see myself get stronger, first through this act of aural aggression.  A mental act of strength 

which eventually leads to dancing -- a sense of power where exercise and sports is a natural extension.  

This empowerment is not a sensation received from violent music or ideas, but is an inner generated 

threat to that which is disempowering.  I can formulate this new realm of the free I feel -- it's like 

getting back to the dominant game -- the freeing up of myself.  These vibes are part of what my gene 

pool uses to heal it's environmental-emotional problem. 

Any given day has all the miracles in it that any other day has.  The trick is to not identify with 

the whole world of oneself and to live out the magic that creates the miraculous.  Positive emotions can

always, any day, come in when we link with higher love. 
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I woke up from a dream.  I was downtown, walking around, next to me were these guys walking

with a trampoline to help save someone who was going to jump.  I think they acted a bit proud to me -- 

like they were the privileged fathers and young upstarts of the town.  Then I looked up in the sky and I 

saw a man falling. 

He was coming down about thirty feet from where they were walking.  I shouted for them to 

walk.  They weren't even looking up for anyone.  A loud sound, more like a pop than a splat, then there 

were two more coming down.  Again, these two strange loud sounds.  The guys with the trampoline 

were totally useless. 

I'm getting a good sense of how superficial people are.  And I worry myself about being lonely? 

Most people were never ever good enough to not be superficial.  Those who are attracted to all that is 



really pure shames some people.  A person's goodness shames superficial people. 

Meekness didn't seem the whole message of the Christ.  It is so obvious in the way he belittled 

the religious leaders of his day. 

Some had locked themselves in chains of themself -- from old days.  Let all things pass away 

and accept beauty -- which is also competence, art, being respectable.  Over imagination about people, 

the simple idea of not thinking about what other people are thinking about you if you absolutely don't 

have to.  No one but them usually knows, for better or worse.  

Strength in life is also to not have to be redundant -- trying to achieve happiness alone -- that, in

the lights of the gifts that I have, is a failure.

Some are thinking: inside society's high intellectual culture, everyone knows everything about 

macaroons and chocolate.  What to eat today, and how highly delicious it can be, is definitely one of 

the most important topics of earth's intellectual society!

We are not going to be happy unless we are creating worlds that are beautiful and mournful -- 

mellow mournful songs.  When we talk about being victimized we see now it's about not creating 

experiences we know we are capable of creating. 

A good theology hopefully comes from a life that has been improved by it.  One:  a life that 

needed it.  Two: the life that found it, and molded itself to it.  Three: saws its good fruits

Do you feel something missing?  The vistas and joy?  Is it because your spirituality is missing?  

Is it the map back?  The vistas and joy you felt are only fond by those who take the spiritual path. 

Light no longer contained breaks color bands, once rectangular throughout the night of 

compression. 
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Beaming love.



Discovered a type of spiritual exercise of very solid importance.  When one is out in public, 

saying a prayer for everyone in the immediate area, with visualizing and feeling a beam of love 

extending from you to them.  Feeling these strong beams from God, these strong beams of love from 

you towards others, in the crowd.  When we emanate a feeling of love towards others, towards an area 

of need, we see instantly the intrinsic karma of the universe at play. 

Work on bettering oneself must always be connected to the beauty of it in some way.  Where 

does this bliss come from this time?  Some seem to always trace it back to French movies, learning the 

language.  Canceled seeing your crazy therapist, who maybe makes people worse than they ever were.  

Throwing aside crazy Mr. Crazy Occultist and his Gestapo-like symbolic inner circle.  Embracing just 

yourself and what you are in God.  Present traces ever helpful.  When to ponder them I see something 

false in me throwing off that shadow, the effects of which are only feral, felonious.  Who knows what 

curse seeded this atmosphere? 

Because I am the man I need to be, my beard grows ever stronger.  I am the man I need to be, 

stronger than ever before, more self-important in the good, more evolved, devoted, handsome, than 

ever before. 

Imagine the brain of someone who loved everything about your hometown: fond weather, 

glowing evenings where, before, staying in sweet restaurant, the smells and trails of twilight following 

them home.

The jobs are good here, there are a million smart people here.  They seem fascinating and they 

acknowledge you are one of them.  A unity not perhaps like the old unity this town once had, that was a

bit colloquial and limited, but a new unity not based on birth but on choice, on some kind of 

technocracy or meritocracy yes, but hopefully stronger... as at times I can still see nature in this city 

shine it's breath on one, and I know this fresh feeling that is so unique -- it's as if the land is gently 

smoking.

Siloqueys and sonnets about threats and dominance, but inside have you ever seen, not to make 



accounts about how you think you're seen?  Tallies empty, not added up from imaginations holdings, 

removed from lifetime's body, the accountings of imperfect place.  Use all your mind to build without 

that process, of making accounts about what others are perhaps thinking of you.  To be free to live life 

in the stream of a good escape, from your siloqueys and sonnets about threats and dominance.

Walk into my imagination, my positive landscape of you.  The resonance of the waveform of 

your terrain, is increased by the time graced dwelling on you.  Waking from living in the dream the day

to day encampment we have in the dream, which is the true house of us here on earth

The dream on top of the realities the foundations of life.
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Bees can only sting once, in a martyr-like defense of their colony.  This type of love and 

sacrifice is what makes their honey so sweet.  

Poetry is a force to sear life open, when living has no life.  Like no city to a suburb, no higher 

products of the mind, only monster trucks all around

And I won't die, yet.  Fortuitous, my word of words, comes to me in time.  Friends from ages 

past, a world opened through love, through friendship via similarities.  What do I break after all these 

years?  What kind of construction in gold appears?

Do all the jewells of human alchemy sown into us, in seed return to the ground?

These recoveries are beautiful; the harmony between all is now here.  Because, I hate being 

judged, so I hate judging others.  I hate being sized up by someone, so I hate that which does it in me.

Exploited, excuses ricochet in the brain, how they must feel.  Some so disfigured, so disabled.  

Playing a game, maybe fighting a war against our imaginative constraints.  Against ever touching, 

seeing, being with, helping along.  Imaginative constraints coming against helping a soul who is 

handicapped.  Fear of contamination. 



Help my mind be something greater, take my emotions out of dullness.  Help me give up 

sufferings that don't bring goodness.  Help me to know that prayer will bring me there.

Help me to know prayer will bring me the future, wherever we want to go together, Lord, 

wherever you know we should go.

Willing to walk out of darkness, to know prayer will bring me to the light, (so now before I 

continue let the reader pause for a moment to perhaps pray).

I will leave behind from the place I'm leaving, people or things we realize won't come there.  
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If they could make a race of men, who when standing up for their rights, would feel extreme 

guilt and remorse, feeling they were mistreating those around them, they would have a race that could 

always be kept as subservient pitiful slaves.

I feel emotion's chilly sunburst so high, but this time it is guided by the intellect of the intellect, 

disengaging from the stigmas branded by the commerce mass, the mass that outputs children killing 

children, better and younger.

I feel emotion's chilly sunburst so high, but this time it is guided by the intellect of the intellect, 

disengaging from the processing of status, by monetary payments.

I feel emotion's chilly sunburst so high, but this time guided by the intellect of the intellect, 

engaging in the tasting of freedom, thanks to focusing through the ruler of ancient guidances

"Dear God, You thought I was going to stay that way forever, feeding the homeless, teaching the

unknowing, befriending the obese, soothing with all patience the insane.  Praying clouds around myself

and others, in whose midst almost precipitated a halo."

We retain all the goals, but when you swim in them all the time, the therapies get too deep.  To 

visit one sometimes is too much, art is just too jealous.  Art wants more respect.  Art is a jealous god.  



Isn't therapy about making our life more beautiful anyway? 

Cloudless blue.   Like the sunshine's heat, expand, make me bold, not get small, like the ice 

when cold.

Heavy daze attracted to face, when shifted up in consciousness.  An affluent luxuriation in an 

atmosphere of music

Infinity breasts.  Random sets of orbital fructose, nets cubic mall gifts, in oxygenated vegetation

machines of life, of where you are, in air, in space on earth, sunny place with blue wind in your hair, 

and nocturnal kisses in twilight stare.  I feel getting back to my roots of life's finest things, which are 

inner smiles in us, forming the saturation of kisses

I would never again be myself.  I have this confession of how utterly I need God, how my soul 

only fills out as a result of prayer 

Across the old city sky horizon, show the skyscrapers of the 42nd century, superimposed upon 

this day of an earlier time.  Frozen sunlight gas, whole free storm dirty forest, grass trees bramble.  The 

skyline sets the day to setting tones of the sun, turning the air to a dull baby blue.  Broken apart as if by 

Providence, by a grace ordered, structured and made light.  Higher things to do, more meaningful and 

true.  A belief in the sets showing their way to display the pattern, and then the foundation is true, 

various, and life begins to display.  More themes and subjects emit.
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Everyone in your life is your church.  

As I see the present, the gift, all of us on the alone earth life.   Comprehension at this level 

makes me breathe deeply the glory of our unity.   In the present, the gift of all of us on earth

We are all each other's present.

Moving out to something like a massage, give love to those who rejected you, if it was not your 



imagination but rejection they made, since we wrestle not with the flesh but war with an abstract haze 

of forces, today sometimes seen as a mindless media.

Coldness towards people is a contraction in our own flesh.

Mended world, as in the adaptation rid of the wash of earth negativity, often concurrent 

ubiquitously, not just to me.  For when this negative wash does not hinder you, you are maybe causing 

it to others, flowing in it, being an average type.  The due for many evolved souls seems to be to be fed 

to the fire.  Can it only be mended by prayer and meditation?

All the seeds sown to wildness, and, growing the mystical and metaphysical, which got me into 

landscapes alone yet bright.   Such moods will bring their enchantments in days to come.

We will have no regrets upon the spiritual earth.   Inner power and faith in God's 

marvellousness.   Something far above everything in people now, yet still grounded in love.

Fully alive, fully capable, a pocketful of rewards from past choices and decisions.  I 

acknowledge I got something good from my choices.  What can I say now about the future, except that 

a grin comes to me like in a little boy's eye, who knows he can have the things he's missed, as an 

obvious result from new choices.

Music in my head, with martial feelings, always gets me free from any demon-crowded station.
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Evolutionary altitudes. 

I opened up for what good I saw, what the tops of the stars had to say.  What could a man hear? 

If he really tried?

The magical events promised in spiritual books, the majesty inherent in all life's experience.  Is 

it in your doctrine?

You know about love and joy -- that what you don't use about them you lose about them.  Poetic



mind flights arrivals.  Airports of mighty time-space shifts.  Awareness of clouds from deep space.   

Scents of other worlds.  Flavors of paradise, blowing in like fresh winds into parts of the head that 

seem like hollow senses.

Something saved for many to have if the desire is pure.  To try to pull it back from forlorn 

strangeness... and why it becomes someone's madness.

Is our collective bad feature the not looking back with happiness?  No gratitude for today?  The 

strength to figure it out again, better, deeper -- today?
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Through the thick trees, I see the skyline of a little beach, or, is it in the fog the ocean?  I see it 

-- it is the inevitability of goodness, a tear ocean of hope, of fondness, of thankfulness, of my gratitude.

It is the mystical skyline of a baby's serenity.  A thought so drenched, so tearful, of the beauty 

which is the union God wants, and I see it comes clear but it is not of this world, not is it of the world 

that commerce builds.  A beauty that quenches like the lack of social ostracism quenches.  A beauty that

quenches in return, for the warm heart you held out a hand toward. Toward the one who had none, the 

one who had no one.  A hand to the one burned, inflicted, a cloud, a horizon so meaningful.  This 

recompense, in forgetfulness toward, what is said against this grain.  I've seen the support from Him, 

who has been the tool today of good men's enemies. This support is that warmth, horizon tearful 

drenched hand, for the hand we bring to His weak.

The white long glassy lake.  Sky high to forehead over you.  Trees, mounds and hills.  

Expansive is the solid earth as the water and sky, yet clearly this lake is contained and finite.

The sky reaches up from cloud white and gray to blue and deep black.  The soft, cool air, filling 

and warming in my lungs.  The cheerful feeling of my emotions this internal energy that is my soul.

A projection out in time not for what is temporal and shallow but seeing the inner moment grow



in this direction of nature.

Of the thousand shades: green, brown and blues of light, yellows, consciousness like a 

Christmas tree.  The wind beats a holiday dream breeze colder.  The pastels of life can fill us to 

overflowing.

In the "Train Station" Restaurant, the one that had the model train track circling inside, as a little

child I knew there must be a stopping of these unmarvellous things that occasionally seemed to 

surround me.  Such stopping is easy for a child who is allowed to really be a child, to turn the wonder 

and the glory of life back on.

I am a potent man, in my hurricane breeze. That is everywhere as the air, like where I have 

been, like where I am now.  That is sour and sacred.  That cannot be abused, as neither can the invisible

that radiates between women's eyes and sunshine.  That is analyzed to its core, until all insight frees it.  

This tempest gust is my masculine trump, for both sexes I have seen want me very yang.  The strong 

verses the shadow king.  The activist verses the victim.  The judgment-less acceptance of humankind 

even when deviance must be hindered to further free the land for the near innocent.  I am released and 

invisible.  Transparent but never still nor stagnant, in the passage from where I have been to where I am

now.

Beauty is connected with the innocent and the privileged few, not soiled by ignorance. Beauty is

in the faces of children, all empowered by wonder. Beauty is in the staring attention, reflection, dazed 

chin-on-the-forearm sensation, prolonged in its own orbit isolated from pettiness.

This beauty is the most powerful thing on the planet.

Above and beyond, try to get to living at, above and beyond.  Get out of my mind's grasp, 

surrendered the expecting from the surrounding, wanting wages of faith, yet not demanding anything, 

just a sleep of maddening desire.

Been seeing that we were right all along; we hold the great keys for humanity along with a few 

others.  Holy transformative love is my secret.  Very lost in the sense of knowing God wants me to have



bliss.

It's every belief I ever had and nothing, scratch that, it's not some of the crazy ones.  

A weekend should be the suspension of work, an adoration of life not being in the curse from 

garden.

There has got to be this interior place called love that I can go under the covers and hide in.  A 

womb of love that I can cease from all worldly care and thrive in.  I am alone and free there from 

interjected accusations, interior denouncement.

Bit by bit my freedom and strength returns thought by thought all ignorance in me burns away, 

gone, replaced by clarity, energy and energies emotional purities.  I fill out my form again to the best it 

can be the spirit in me rises and regenerates me intellectually, physically.

Affirmations abound: I am strong and wise I have made the right decisions I have daily time for 

leisure.  I will ascend to travel I have lost people wrong for me.

Mellow English haze blasting sweat bright day relaxed on reclining chair with feet up, looking 

down on the partially green and tan grass some long to seeding some bright dandelions here and there.

The readings of the levels of light in my mind is the book I read.  Control of my movement in 

space is a steering wheel to guide me there.  Guide me to the earth stars.

Forgotten faces, I retain my old traces.  I retain, I stand magical, like rosy lightening, habitual 

without useless suffering.  Habitual with inner sunrises.

Forgotten faces, past lovers, lost kisses.

I, living being am autonomous to the boundaries of this creation, encountering in my scope all 

time and space instead of all distance and movement I imagine it as a small solid in front of me.  What 

stays in my brain as opposed to what notes I need?  What magic lingers in my air brought by the inner 

suns hard rays?

How can a liberation be that great?  To unify my mind above the whole town's trend?  How can 

an older man outphase all he's been through when he's been progressive since a teen?



Words can be repeated in echoes from poems of old condensed to save anything to repeat, the 

message, the vibratory.

What exercise stayed in my mind, that could be repeated wherever I am or am I tossed and 

turned without hope?  Without anchor?  Without life preserver?

Watching my breath, seeing the light, seeing my soul again to see it again and again.  Our soul 

that is the very core of perception, that we own the thing that owns us, the Tao is the thing that owns us 

explicitly.

Three hundred independently arising women's perfumes, coming from designs in different 

geographies, from different plants, different ages technologies.

Sensing the galaxies, at least on paper.  Sensing all stars in ours dimly afar.  Relaxing my arms 

and shoulders, my jaw inside my closed mouth hangs ajar

Water cleansing days, calendar.  All things now blessed.  The old is rendered powerless.  The 

self created perfect is exposed and let out forever, whenever.

Water cleansing calendars; unidentified good events ahead.

Hung out in the sunshine and fresh air, removed by sacrifice from the infernal engines of status.

The corporate commerce that builds the means to one day instablize and disperse tornadoes and 

hurdling-to-earth meteorites.

The prayer list for Manhattan: each person's individual needs displayed.  A list many miles long,

all being made known, and brought before God, tis realized, for everyone who watched to contribute 

their needs, their friends/colleagues needs, such as a desire for more block parties, or just for whoever 

is bothering them.

To fill this out, then displayed for the world to see.  All the darkened eyes, sunken frames and 

faces.  Hopes now brought before the universe for their happiness and attitudes, blessed in peace.

Love is the only uplifting field to put on a realm of inner obsession.  When life in you singles 

out one person, the trick is to focus more on others, to generate amorous clouds, engulfing your 



personality and presence back into the thick of life, in the colors and patterns of virtuous soul, back in 

good existence.

To finally admit your work is to make no more regrets or resentments, to treat resentments like a

black magic spell on yourself, when you no longer can understand how these negativities are generated,

that take you away from where your soul grows lush.

Ray of creation, breath down on me, let me feel the stars around me.  Let me stop myself and 

see time and space, the many events of my life.

A long stairway to climb, all away from fear of helping oneself.  

I am going to remember myself until I am a person I don't recognize now.  I am going to 

observe my movements until I get a fresh energy I have rarely ever felt before.

Walk into my love field; you can't help but yield.  It's like a rectangular force field, all for you to

be absorbed, all your abandoned years, warmth and hugs evaporating shadowed tears.  Back generating

my love field, inner rays of nature circulating clear.  Radiate togetherness, transmission forgiveness.

Extended thoughts of blessing extended parameters of mutual reality always good to be in these

crowded city mall spaces to project a radiance of healthy human aura I've escaped the misanthrope's 

trap got close enough to post a warning sign and collect an anecdote.

I don't compare myself with you.  We are no better or worse than each other we're no more or 

less competent than each other in not judging you I do not judge myself in not belittling you I do not 

belittle myself.

The mountain I move by faith may or may not be bigger than the size of your mountain.  I can 

not know I do not visualize such answers.

I stay in love's radiance, love's warmth touching my heart.  Yourself: I do not judge -- you nor 

myself --  but accept God.  For appearances can be a delusion, scattered like paupers, sick and 

demonized, disconnected to high bliss.
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Relaxation of the breathing, deepening the closed eye's light, heartful of the immediacy of our 

processing our neighbor's plight.  Our days breed the stores which accumulate tokens of life, upon 

some Spirit-famished souls they become structures of strife.

Swept away, quiet down, peaceful slouching, like a red light stopping the fraying, from all day 

short cycle praying.  Do a study of the dullness of the rain, make it a microcosm of a global 

understanding of all fleshes.  Releasing the pens power by a law of numbers.  Frozen horizons, frozen 

foreheads, frozen hands -- is that what the commercials were really saying?  And a mile of bad poetry is

better than a few inches or none, because there is a meaning, an activity being displayed, writhing 

action in a decent person's heart.

It can be as bad as it seems.  One day you wake up and the world seems a zombie: dull, boring, 

lascivious and universal.  "The richest are the most creative," implies the advertising agencies.

But hurt that mechanical fear, the force of a beautiful life is living with poetic strains in the 

winds of your mind.  Transported hums from an ageless time's knowledge, doubled upon double what 

we know today.  By spaceless technologies, life's greatest experiences.

I have the energy to visualize a good future for me.  Over one hundred vials of the beautiful tri-

color liquid.  Reality shines additional sparkles.  My future: a greater ability to travel/relocate, people 

who believes in me and builds me up.  I fuse my higher self with my life.  I eat a good diet.  I exercise. 

I don't hate people.  I pray for those who use me or hurt me. God becomes my partner.  God can only 

work in our life as a response to request -- often it has to be an exact request. The first request I is to 

use up a vial of visualization.  I have millions of vials of visualization.

Pray and do the result of prayer immediately.  Create it as a two step process.  

Neurosis and intrusive thoughts are the anti-currency of the invisible omnipresent competition.  

The fallen world system uses triggers for these neurotic and  intrusive egodystonic thoughts to 



create inferiority.  Some force, either a human's conscious volition or the victim's unconscious force 

destroy competition to even be good.

Why don't we live in positive emotions?  How can we trace intrusive thoughts to a general 

human conspiracy?  It is so tacit we can't really think of it as a conspiracy, but it is the ongoing 

competition for the marketplace, for the media that shows how having people with low self-esteem 

would cause a lack of competition.    The sins of mankind are the tools to arrange this power, it seems.  

The fool blamed God for creating tobacco.  

God said, "You're right, I should have created a vacuum."  

"I guess so,"  replied   the fool.

Social blood pressure for inside the house breakthrough time, soul makes the grade the one: yes 

the way of no's double entendre: people pleaser see bad pleasing in paranoia.
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Heavenly father, let me see and feel all the petals unfold, for each new person I pray it for, let 

me see this new species of flower grow.  Let love blossom.

Nothing but the holy Heavenly Father's court.  God did not create a person's life to be all spent 

in wait.  Put a sweet warm spirit of togetherness in my house for those around me.  Let it be like a 

church of your reaching Holy Spirit.  For those thirsty in the world, let it be like a college of your love 

and infinite intelligence.

He lives in the stone building that has many stained glass windows.  He is, the best possible 

famous person on earth.  Best in a moral sense, that is.  Famous for poetry that makes one shiver in 

delight, and convulse in philosophical speculation.  People know him as the man who does many 

wonderful things.

He projects large waves of love to whatever group of people he is in.  That is his secret of 



success.  All the guardian angels of the earth's people want him around their great charges. 

Emoting love as a word, as a feeling, the word continuing the feeling, the symbols become aim. 

The need to see what the force that created what constitution we are in. 

He will subtract all events away from himself every day and live in Possibility.  He will subtract

all events and live in the endless possibilities of life. 
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Cast the jewels into the sea of your soul.

So cautious to touch this volatile membrane again yet I touch it and it lights fire up ubiquitous 

to the absolute.  I can get response from it just by seeing it as personal, no voice of man touches it and 

me simultaneously.  Like it came down off spaceships to greet me.  "We're here" as the effect it was.  

Forever in remembrances it is not of human flesh. But yet, in part it is. The Trinity. 

Before I had been wrong in assuming it could have something to do with human beings.  Now, I

only know it doesn't.  It might not even be in individuals but a framework, a grid my questions come 

into, the spectacular greeting me by virtue of my probes.

So what bring these motivations around so much?  To pour out from a heart its documents.  

Blood of earth, mustard seed of rainbows, powder of stars, balance of timelessness.  Anything magical 

left on earth for you?  Have you felt impoverishment take hold?  And made funds your brain? 

Learning boom, bang, presto titles shuttle year.

Dense was the day mind, historic ambitions gave power.  Was it hate for a deeper love to 

bloom?  Who was hated, was hate divinely guided? "Heaven hates what it must hate" the Tao says.

Apathy for social concern, apathy for love itself, not me, not us, not the worthwhile.  Pour out a 

heart its documents, dense the sky when time stopped.  Extraterrestrial power comes without the 

paranormal element.  Getting further and further acquainted with one's face.  Not real beings but 



extraterrestrial power just the same.

This small town was a railway station to the absolute, coming here -- if you've tried, you can 

buy a ticket to the stars, and even get lost in outer space, while you resume life on earth. 

I wanted philosophical finality. I wanted to take a hierarchical road of knowledge -- something 

neither academia nor metaphysics could teach me -- a vertical journey.

One element of the experience was the disappearance of the time sense.  This was not a 

dangerous phenomenon as is the belief in the experiences of being telepathic.  That one had actually 

encountered other types of beings I see as a proven dangerous folly. 

Instead, I see these experiences mystics go through as a type of scripting language that one 

encounters when one registered  inside oneself patterns of trying to alter one's prayerfulness or sense of

time, or just awareness of one's thoughts and movements.

We have a past together.  We create an alternate universe together.  Day by day, better than 

human minds have yet spoken.
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So what bring these motivations around so much?  To pour out from a heart its documents.  

Blood of earth, mustard seed of rainbows, powder of stars, balance of timelessness.  Anything magical 

left on earth for you?  Have you felt impoverishment take hold?  And made funds your brain?

Sitting in a cafe, stilling the mind by staring out the window at a store's open sign.

My stillness, like an angel from beyond, coaching the way clear of dangerous debris, which are 

the thoughts surrounding me.

A yellow van pulls in front of the sign covering the sigil from my view sending my sight to 

other objects which bring other associations so I divide my attention between arms and the other 

objects I see and my mind stays stiller and I see inside of me, the mind behind the mind.



Laugh, smile, picture.  Found way, found smile as therapy.  Reduced intellections as was a 

frequent goal.  Experience as many faceted, with mechanism of worry the same as balancing a 

checkbook.  Equal and not above the mechanism of a smile, when smile is also in eyebrows and in 

belly.

Bright loneliness, shifting blues and grays in space. The sun is an invisible slice of an orange, 

on the level of the galaxy.  The sun is something small, hard and pretty. In this treasure field of warmth,

a chill keeps me searching inward for more radiance.

Step by step, minute by minute, decision by decision -- chances to be positive, optimistic, 

visualizing the good inimitable.  

 I still myself and get better for you.  Oh, my thoughts are non-toxic

towards me, hence towards you.  I uphold the goodness of this fresh sunny day.  

I make plans that are marvelous to where I am, and the most wonderful thoughts come over me.

I make plans that are marvelous to where I will be, and the most wonderful thoughts again.

She sees my eyes how they are ignited, and often this fire seems almost like the eyes of one 

who is angry.  But in me it's something else, still incensed but friendly.  

I am rupturing the membrane of where I was before in society.  It's real as I see the mentally ill 

of the city come around into my area here at the sidewalk cafe.  Like sigils their twisting grimaces and 

movements clip the old frequency of my place in the populace.  

I look at all of infinity as a part of our present creation.  The almost infinite planets house the 

billions of beings.  All this was apparent in our creation on earth.  In that flock of seagulls, perhaps 

what humans need to know is what the seagulls cried.   A beautiful life -- to soar in silence in the wind 

and sunshine. All lives somehow traced by angels, significant others, perhaps from lifetime to lifetime, 

held in closer arrangements.    

Our thoughts and observations have sought to be in the center of this nexus, as can be seen 

when anyone spawns ideas ahead of their time. 
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Saffron hills -- your pretty heather gives me the chills.  

Here is the gold and the rays of the sun.  

Like frogs made safe by toxicity on their outer skin, we need to have a bit of that toxin.   Worn 

so thin in a world of offenders, with hearts that beat yet not feel.  You are the fire, you are the poison.  

It is the tyranny of the already renown to the unknown, that gives me the moral aptitude to 

reproduce the Word.

It is the tyranny of the already renown to the unknown, could gives one the moral aptitude to 

reproduce a letter, and mail copies of it to several important people.

I am the bounty the women seek.  I am the firmness, the hardness, the care.

I am the eyes looking straight back and deep.

Essentially what needs to happen are those levels of happiness positively, and the surreal virtue 

piling up, over and over again, until we reach that state of invincible hope -- the hope of children.  Our 

essence grows from faith, hope and love.

All the negative self-incrimination falls away when we are happy, secure in our alternativeness, 

that is, in our differences.  For when those who seek to be plain so that they can be rewarded for their 

average life hate the gifted, or the alternatives, the peace-marchers, those who upheld the words of the 

greats -- of Jesus, Thoreau, Gandhi -- even when it's not fashionable.

I see by blessing we are more blessed, than in the primal self-preservation.

Cultivate the beautiful, in gardens of guided feeling, and on faces exchanged

vibrated the tones of fine feeling.  

"Rainy day dream, this life I lead, is orange cream confection." 

The downtown "I" just needs the condensation of condensation, a beautiful Venusian humility 



that loves beauty, and feeling beautiful, while being around people who may or may not be feeling 

beautiful.

People should just love us, just as it always was.  A lot has to do with imagination, either being 

a prisoner with a negative imagination or being a prince with a positive one.  To treat all in the best way

they can be.  It is this inner sense of interior freedom that we have come back from our vacations 

knowing.

Me, plus the passage of time equals possibilities. Uncommon relaxations and  affirmations.  I 

release the tension in my throat, in my teeth, in my nostrils.  We release the tension in semantically 

compressed areas of ourselves

Controlling the moving, not speeding around blinded from task to task.  Seeing oneself in the 

elapsed time body, in a longer stretch of time.  Sitting quietly in different areas for long periods of time.

Patience in the stress of a life event.  Ultimate patience

and soft persistence creates the King archetype in us.

The whole thing is really to make life seem beautiful, as in the feeling

you get when you hear certain beautiful songs.  Everything else, is of secondary importance to some 

people because life can not feel beautiful for a long time if one is being evil.  Therefore, you always 

have to get as much of the evil out of your life as you can -- after that, you just have to work on seeing 

and feeling beauty.

I believe the same magical things I did in my most innocent age.  Life shouts down those who 

would ridicule people because of their adventurous past.  Erasing old perspectives gained, commerce 

road construction, which seems to play sometimes through these memories I hold dear.

You will know their fruits, men, when you're juggling gray.   The god of a bad world gets some 

ahead.  Where we can be left is a giant "thank you" from the universe.

Identified, lost and negative?  Ask yourself why am I not happy?

The way of creation is a way of elevating our thoughts.  Now that I am praying I feel my spirit 



lift past all planets, to all suns, past shorts segments of time, into the realm of life's meanings.  True 

soul memories activate only when in the level of all,  otherwise the inner reception , to easily tuned to 

inner illusion.
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Intolerance of low bliss level, aesthetics is all of joy.  Is all joy in aesthetics, especially in 

nature, gone?  Worries should be proportionate to bliss.  An absence of stress could create bliss 

instinctively in the sane and somewhat wise.  Ambition and achievement always just happens naturally 

for most except addicts to life's various flavors.  An accumulation of working days of less stress should 

be some people's life aim!  By picking out specific things each day to not identify with, seeing God in 

every man and woman, desiring nothing but to do what life is preparing for them to do.

The holy is a stress free day in that I treat the creation of such as divine.  The holy is everyone 

as I treat all people as divine.  To me the holy is all events as I long to be patient with all events.

"Guard your heart, from out of it flows the waters of life."  Without my heart of math, I can not 

live, guard your heart from out of it flows the waters of life.  Without my heart of math, I can not 

multiply love.  Realizing on earth we are bound to Babel; what others say is wisdom, sometimes winds 

up noise.

Many freedoms in me today, gaining each is a release of a small faint fear.  In our fear is 

sometimes our wisdom, but you can tell when fear is the opposite of love, especially the love of life, of 

being alive, of the living.

In the frame of moments, in the frame of faces, can we feel, mentate, our specialness on the 

scales in ourselves?  Suicidals negate this, narcissists militate this, until all nourishing is lost.  Alerted 

to poetry, rearranging the language map of earth.  TV rarely had poetry, but music was always like 

riding a dolphin in its seas.



Love, the word, the door of all worlds, is poetry in a single word.  Poetry is the new architect of 

earth, always new, always powerful.  Poetry unites with the inner child, the regenerative force of life.  

The dream is to be on the path, to feel heavenly within.  A ten-page poem I can write out about this 

which is to make me begin.

All the styles of hyper and ancient, combining a worldview of flowers and karate.  Making it 

known, to find and root out the cause, when things are bad.  To get out of the state of mind, of an 

overactive imagination, in the wrong direction in time.  With age, negative things change, power comes

back on high: maturity, masculinity, anger and depth All the power of the poem, that is me.

A great inner beauty, equal to the lake, wind and trees, is to trust in the magnificent, love's 

healing aspiration in me.  Each day a sacred adventure, finding rewards of good deeds to sow, still in 

the seed shown clear, towards the fruits of good action I steer.

The ladder road of high impressions, of high thoughts of the world and of oneself and of the 

blessing one sows all around oneself.  This alchemical attitude gives you a seat at the finest luncheon.  

You can wear a suit and a tie with it, because you see what it does to yourself and your lot.  When your 

face shines so with an overwhelming loving glow who is ever to know a past in a state like this?  Who 

could say a foul word, or have a dark thing to say about someone, which only ever echoes back to 

oneself.

When your face shines so with an overwhelming loving glow, who is ever to know fear in a 

state like this?  The genesis of all romance.  Why is it that poetry only seems to come with leisure, it is 

not only with prosperity but it only comes with a state of blessing.  Not having to worry about one's 

bills, or not wanting to make any bills at all.  

When your face shines so with an overwhelming loving glow, who is ever to know shame in a 

state like this?  The origin of the desire for each other.  The purity of the need of man for woman which

must forever destroy all misunderstanding that comes against it.  This purity is greater than the 

delusionary heeding, of some overworked leeching, of the best of the soul.   



When your face shines so with an overwhelming loving glow, who is ever to know hate in a 

state like this?  There is no one who could have come against your love.  There is no one who could 

have abused your reputation.  There is no one that could make your mind shine dull shades on your 

days.  There is no one who could make you revert down into only dream worlds and not the true day.  

When your face shines so with an overwhelming loving glow, who is ever to know self-doubt in

a state like this?  God must see our days as oceanic multitudes, as we tend to see things in singular 

limitations of weeks or years.  Regenerating the concept of events, the optimization of newness.
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